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The structure of F13, a plasmid containing lac, purE, and proC, has been
determined by heteroduplex analysis. As expected for an F-prime formed by a
type II excision event, it contains all the sequences of F plus a large segment of
Escherichia coli chromosomal deoxyribonucleic acid. There is a sequence of F
with coordinates 16.3-17.6F which has been shown in other studies to be the
insertion sequence IS2. This IS2 occurs twice on F13, once at each of the two
junctions of F deoxyribonucleic acid with chromosomal deoxyribonucleic acid.
The sequence a,3 which occurs twice on F with coordinates 93.2-94.5/OF and
13.7-15.OF occurs an additional three times, twice in an inverted order relative to
the af3 sequences of F, on the chromosomal sequences of F13. The structures of
the plasmids F13-4 and F210 have been determined. The common sequences of
F13 with F152-1 (a derivative of F152, the classical F2gal) and with F13-4 and
F210 have been mapped. These results partially map lac, proC, tsx, and purE on
F13. On the basis of all of these results, it is proposed that Hfr 13 (the parent of
F13) was formed by reciprocal recombination between IS2 on F and an IS2
resident at a point between lac and proC on the chromosome of the F+ parent of
Hfr 13. It is proposed that this IS2 and the several af sequences on the
chromosomal part of F13 are hot spots for recombination with F, i.e., for Hfr
formation. The point of origin and direction of transfer of many Hfr's can be
explained by this hypothesis. In particular, the sequence relations of F42-1 (Flac)
and of F152-1 (F,gal) with F13 are completely consistent with this model.
In several previous investigations from this
laboratory, the electron microscope heterodu-
plex method has been applied to study the
sequence organization of bacterial F' plasmids
(18, 21). Figure 1 depicts the recombination
events involved in formation of an F' plasmid,
starting with an F+ cell. The sequences on the
circular deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule,
F, are denoted by Al f2, . . . f8, The sequences on
the main bacterial chromosome are denoted by
bb, b2, . .. bn. We shall refer to the DNA of the
main bacterial chromosome as chromosomal
DNA and to that of F as F DNA. The point on F
at which transfer ofDNA into a recipient female
originates and the direction of transfer are
indicated by the arrow between f3 and f,.
An Hfr cell is formed when the circular DNA
molecule, F, integrates by reciprocal recombi-
nation into the main bacterial chromosome. In
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Fig. 1 this recombination is depicted as occur-
ring at a site between the sequences f, and f8 of
F and between b1 and bn of the bacterial
chromosome. We assume that the structural
origin for conjugal transfer is not affected by
integration of F. Then the sequences of DNA
transferred by the donor upon mating are in the
order, f3, f2, fl, b1, b2, ... bn-1, bn, f8, *-- f4-
Sequences b, and b2 thus carry early or proxi-
mal chromosomal markers; bn-l and bn are late
or distal markers. Since the property of fertility
is itself transferred late in an Hfr mating, some
of the genes of F that are essential for that
function must be included within f4, A& ..*. f8.
(For genetic evidence as to the position of the
region for conjugal transfer on F, see ref. 24.)
By the reverse excision process, the Hfr can
revert to the original F factor and the original
bacterial chromosome. By an aberrant excision,
a circular F' carrying F sequences and some
bacterial chromosome sequences is formed. If,
as in type II excision (Fig. 1), the recombination
occurs between bacterial chromosome se-
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FIG. 1. Models for: (i) the integration ofF into the
bacterial chromosome to give the chromosome of an
Hfr cell; (ii) excision of a type II F, of one kind of type
I F', and of F from the Hfr chromosome; and (iii)
heteroduplex structures of a type I and a type II F'
with F.
quences on both sides of F, the resulting F' will
contain all of F and both proximal and distal
chromosomal sequences depicted as b, and b,.
If the recombination occurs between an F se-
quence and a chromosomal sequence, as illus-
trated for the type I excision in Fig. 1, the F' will
be missing a part of F, shown as f1, and carry
only the distal chromosomal sequences. To be
fertile, this F' must carry the genes essential for
fertility, some of which lie in the interval f4, . . .
f8. The notations I and II in Fig. 1 are those
introduced by Scaife (19).
Two important general points in the hetero-
duplex analysis of F' plasmids are as follows. (i)
Heteroduplexes between F and an F' give two
different general kinds of structure, depending
on whether the F' was formed by a type I or a
type II excision event. These two kinds of
heteroduplexes are depicted in Fig. 1. In a
heteroduplex of F with a type II F', which
carries all of the sequences of F, there is a
complete circle of duplex DNA consisting of the
F sequences. The chromosomal sequences b,
and bn are seen as a single-strand insertion loop,
which leaves and returns to the duplex at a
point.
For the type I F', the heteroduplex with F
consists of an incomplete circular duplex con-
taining only those sequences of F present on the
F' (f2 . . . f8 in Fig. 1). The circle is completed by
a substitution loop, one arm of which is the F
sequence missing in the F' (in this case, f,) and
the other arm of which is the chromosomal
sequences (b1bn) that are present on the F' but
absent from F.
(ii) The site on F and the site on the bacterial
chromosome at which recombination occurred
when a particular Hfr was formed can be
mapped by heteroduplex analysis of the F'. In
Fig. 1, the recombination sites are shown to lie
between f, and f8 of F and between b, and bn Of
the bacterial chromosome. In the Hfr chromo-
some, the junctions lie within the recombinant
sequences b1f1 and f8bn. Both of these junc-
tions are present in a type II F'. The b1f, junc-
tion is missing, but the f8bn junction is present
in the type I F' depicted in Fig. 1. In the hetero-
duplexes depicted in Fig. 1, the junctions can-
not be mapped relative to other features of F
because there are no reference points on the
circular parts of the molecule. However, as
exemplified in our several previous papers as
well as in the present one, heteroduplexes of the
F' of interest with a deleted F or with another
suitable reference F' can be used to map the
recombination junctions.
Sharp et al. (21) and Ohtsubo and Hsu
(manuscript in preparation) have studied the
parental F-primes F100 (F,gal), F152 (F,gal),
and F8 (F8gal) and/or some progeny F-primes
derived by repeated culture in different labora-
tories of strains originally bearing these paren-
tal plasmids. The structures of all these mole-
cules suggest that the parental plasmids were
formed by a type I excision. This result is
consistent with the genetic properties of the
plasmids.
F14 has a structure suggesting that it was
formed by a type II excision, but there is no
positive genetic evidence that both distal and
proximal markers from the Hfr are present on
F14 (8, 18).
By genetic tests, F13 was formed from Hfr 13
by a type II excision; it carries both proximal
markers (proC and purE) and a distal marker
I (lac) of the Hfr (11, 20). We have therefore
studied the physical structure of F13 as an
example of a genetically well-characterized F'
plasmid formed by a type II excision. We have
also studied several other F-primes that were
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derived from different Hfr's, but contain some
of the same chromosomal sequences, and F13-4,
which was derived from F13 by P1 transduction
(22).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The bacterial strains used are listed in Table 1. A
cross-streaking technique was used to test for transfer
of various markers on the plasmids. Tests were carried
out on ethyl methylene blue indicator plates or Davis
minimal medium plates supplemented with suitable
nutrients. As recipients, we used the F- strains of
PB314, ED1111, and X478 in testing for transfer of lac
and purE and X478 in testing for proC. All other
aspects of our experimental techniques are described
in previous papers (18, 21) and in a forthcoming paper
by Ohtsubo and Hsu (manuscript in preparation).
RESULTS
It will be conducive to clarity, we believe, to
first present the final results. The evidence
supporting these conclusions will be briefly
explained in later sections..
The structures determined for all of the
F-primes studied are shown in Fig. 2. We use a
linear representation for the circular molecules.
It is understood that the two ends of the linear
molecule are joined to complete the circle.
Sawtooth lines denote bacterial chromosomal
sequences; straight lines are F sequences. Cer-
tain special sequences are indicated as thicker
regions.
Our coordinate system is explained in detail
in Ohtsubo et al. (18). All coordinates are given
in kilobase (kb) units (1,000 nucleotide pairs or
nucleotides for double- and single-stranded
DNA, respectively). F itself is a circular mole-
cule 94.5 kb in length. We have previously
assigned a coordinate system on F with a
convention for the clockwise direction and with
c-1S2cnrosome (pnoC A) f to hp A)-6S92 2.
...8 3,8/2 _2283303 ..323....'..---- --_
_---- ---
F13eLcisons,e 9iF15 mt o,rotion s-te F,p,c,333 333 _3
gqgFs 62 29 99 25BS 82FJ, /; 5\57 932F \ 37SF 2S.B 2790B 142.8 83O5 10701
OSt6\00945F 5OF 176F2902FJ2805S89
ISOF
F13 4 3
j 25 S8 378Fi
F42I ,
S2i - F210 ,,8 S
2Sf 17F\ \22. F 5OF 91F945/ OF/OB' 5478' O2F/iS.OF;\76F ° 3F8sz ,fJ58El
F\76 137F 1653F 945/00F 35458-
,6
o2A 152 .,Br
F15
-r_ .
,137F l'5F 79- 1799-
ite. 1dr F152
FIG. 2. Structures of the several plasmids studied
here. For an explanation of the notation and for
further discussion, see text. F, F coordinate; B, F13
chromosomal DNA coordinate; B*, other F-primes
chromosomal DNA coordinate. Symbols: w, chro-
mosomal DNA; , F DNA; _ , z, special
sequences; p , transfer orientation of F-primes;
-----, construction lines.
a defined terminus and origin of the circular
map at 94.5/OF. Coordinates of an F sequence
on an F or an F' are given the suffix F.
Coordinates of the bacterial chromosome se-
quences of an F' are denoted by the suffix B. We
usually assign the value OB to one junction of F
DNA with chromosomal DNA. The B coordi-
nates then increase along the chromosomal
sequences until one reaches the other junction.
According to this convention, the B coordinates
on a given F' are unambiguously defined; how-
ever, there is a disadvantage in that the same
chromosomal sequence will usually have differ-
ent B coordinates when it is present on two
different independently derived F-primes.
With these conventions, we now describe the
structure of F13 and the other F-primes studied
here, all as depicted in Fig. 2. The genetic map
of the relevant part of the Escherichia coli K-12
TABLE 1. Bacterial strains
Strain Plasmid Plasmid genotype Chromosomal genotype Source and reference
W1485 F thi D. Freifelder (21)
W3747 F13 lac+ proC+ tsXr purE+ met strr tSXr Y. Hirota (11)
JE513 F13-4 lac+ lac purB strr (22)
AT3155 F42-1 lac I78(is) lac 175(i-) strr A. L. Taylor (17)
X790 F210 purE+ his str3 R. Curtiss III
ND6 F152-1 gal+ aroG+ gal recA pyrD try his tyr thi B. Low; Ohtsubo and Hsu
mal xyl mtl (personal communication)
W1655 FA(33-43) T38"II1 T8 metB strr tsX8 (X)-Xr P. Broda (1)
JE3513 F8-33 gal+ aroG+ nadA+ thr his lac galK pil met strr (21)
fla
PB314 F- lac purE thi tSXr strr P. Broda (4)
ED1111 F- lac purE thi tsxr strr recA P. Broda (5)
X478 F- ara leu TPr lacZ proC tSxr R. Curtiss III
purE X-gal trp lys strr mtl
xyl metE thi
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chromosome is shown at the top; a left-to-right
direction corresponds to clockwise on the circu-
lar map (23). The chromosomal sequences of the
several F-primes are similarly ordered. In the
present paper, we use suffix B to denote F13
chromosomal coordinates and B* for chromo-
somal coordinates on any other plasmid. Identi-
cal chromosomal sequences on different F-
primes (but not on the E. coli map at the top)
have the same vertical position in Fig. 2.
Because of the common order for B sequences,
the order of the F sequences is different for those
F-primes derived from Hfr's which transfer
DNA in a counterclockwise order (F42-1,
F152-1, F210) and those F-primes derived from
an Hfr which transfers in a clockwise direction
(F13, F13-4). It should be noted, however, that
in later figures in which the heteroduplex struc-
tures of individual F-primes are presented F
sequences are always oriented so that their
clockwise order is left to right. In such figures,
the chromosomal sequences of F13 and F13-4
have an opposite order to that shown in Fig. 2.
F13 has a molecular length of 384.6 + 6.3 kb,
corresponding to a molecular weight of 2.54 x
108. It contains 290 kb of chromosomal DNA. As
expected from the model of Fig. 1 for a type II
F-prime, it contains the entire F genome. The
points of the type II joining event of the distal
(to the left of lac) sequence of Hfr 13 with the
proximal (to the right of purE) sequences are
indicated in Fig. 2.
Several special sequences of F, sequences that
previous studies have shown to be especially
active in F-related recombination phenomena
(7), occur in interesting ways in F13.
(i) There is a sequence of F with coordinates
16.3-17.6F which we have previously denoted as
the ED sequence (7). This sequence has been
shown (15) to be identical (at the criterion of
base pairing used in heteroduplex analysis) to
the insertion sequence IS2 that causes strongly
polar mutations in E. coli and in coliphages (12,
13). IS2 occurs twice on F13, once at each
junction of F DNA with chromosome DNA. (In
Fig. 2 the sequences are denoted as 2'S'I'
because of our convention about the clockwise
order on F; the two 2'S'I' sequences are identi-
fied by subscripts a and b. In general, special
sequences that have a clockwise order on F
according to our convention and that are de-
picted in a particular linear representation in a
left-to-right order are unprimed, and inversely.)
It should be noted that in the present paper
we consistently refer to the 16.3-17.6F sequence
as IS2. The two sequences can hybridize to-
gether to form a heteroduplex; this result,
however, does not guarantee that they are
identical. IS2 is genetically defined as a se-
quence found as an insertion in some spontane-
ous strongly polar mutations. This activity may
be associated with enzymes coded for by IS2
and with the very specific sequences at the two
boundaries. It is not known whether or not
16.3-17.6F does in fact have the necessary
functional properties of IS2.
(ii) There is another special sequence, ad,
which previous work had shown occurs twice on
F with coordinates 93.2-94.5/OF(a3l1) and
13.7-15.OF(a2f32) (Ohtsubo et al. [18]). We now
observe that aC occurs an additional three times
on the chromosomal sequences of F13. These
sequences are designated a3,33, a4f4, andft5at5
in Fig. 2; in F13 the first two have an inverted
order and the last the same order relative to the
aj3 sequences on F.
(iii) There is a small inverted repeat struc-
ture with a loop in the middle on the chromo-
somal part of F13, designated jj' in Fig. 2. This
small feature, which is seen about 80% of the
time when the appropriate region of F13 is
otherwise single stranded, is useful as a refer-
ence identification feature in the study of vari-
ous heteroduplexes. We do not know what, if
any, biological significance it has.
The F-primes F42-1 (Flac), F210, F152-1, and
F13-4 all have chromosomal sequences in com-
mon with F13. It was useful, in determining the
structure of F13, to determine their structures
and to study their heteroduplexes with F13.
These results may be summarized as follows.
The structure of F42-1 is shown below that of
F13 in Fig. 2. All of its chromosomal sequences
are included in the chromosomal sequences of
F13. The polarity of the F sequence relative to
the chromosomal sequences is opposite in the
two F-primes. One junction of F DNA with
chromosomal DNA in F42-1 occurs at the a,f,
sequence of F. The a,3, sequence and the
adjoining chromosomal sequences on F42-1 are
congruent with a,3,3 and the adjoining chromo-
somal sequences on F13 (Fig. 2). This identity is
a very important result for our later discussion.
An additional point is that F42-1 DNA ex-
tracted from AT3155 carries an insertion of IS2
at the point 22.4F (Fig. 2) (14). This insertion
has the same polarity as the 16.3-17.6F IS2
sequence. It is not present in most of the F42
molecules extracted from JC1553 and studied
previously by Sharp et al. (21). We refer to the
plasmids without and with the additional IS2 at
22.4F as F42 and F42-1, respectively; the dis-
tinction is not important in considering the
structure of F13.
The structure of F210 is also shown in Fig. 2.
All of its chromosomal sequences are present on
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F13. The two junctions of F DNA with chromo-
somal DNA in F210 occur at 8.5F and 12.OF.
However, the a,4f4 chromosomal sequence of
F13 (F13 coordinates 108.3-107.OB) is present in
F210 with coordinates 34.5*-35.8B*/12.0F, i.e.,
at one junction of chromosomal DNA with F
DNA.
The complete structure of F152-1 will be
reported by Ohtsubo and Hsu (personal com-
munication). The chromosomal sequences start
within the region spanned by F13 but extend
further to the right. These additional sequences
are not shown in detail in Fig. 2. The right
junction of F DNA with chromosomal DNA in
F152-1 is the 93.2-94.5F/OF a,f, sequence of F.
The acf3A sequence and the adjacent chromo-
somal sequences of F152-1 are congruent with
the a4f4 sequence and rightward chromosomal
sequences of F13, which is important in our
later discussion.
F13-4 is a deletion variant of F13 and includes
the sequences depicted in Fig. 2. The jj' in-
verted repeat is retained in F13-4.
Molecular lengths. Plasmids are isolated as
closed circular molecules, essentially free of
linear or open circular contaminants. They are
then nicked to an open circular form by X rays.
The homogeneity of each F-prime DNA prepa-
ration was tested and the molecular length was
measured by spreading the open circular duplex
DNA from aqueous ammonium acetate in the
presence of added F as a length standard. These
results are presented in Table 2.
Three classes of molecules were present in the
preparation of F13 DNA: (i) F13, with a molecu-
lar length of 4.07 0.07F or 384.6 6.3 kb or
2.54 x 108 daltons, 95% by number; (ii) middle-
size DNA, 46.1 1.8 kb or 3.04 x 107 daltons,
5% by number; (iii) small DNA, 21.95 + 0.86 kb
or 1.45 x 107 daltons, less than 1%. Thus, the
F13 molecules are homogeneous in length and
are about four times the size of F. The nature
and significance of the middle size and small
DNAs, which occur at a low frequency, are not
known. No circular DNA with the size of F was
found in the F13 DNA preparation, indicating
that no significant amount of segregation to
form F molecules occurs. The DNA prepara-
tions of the other plasmids isolated were homo-
geneous in size. These data are also shown in
Table 2.
Interpretation of heteroduplex and self-
renatured structures of F13. In our several
previous papers we have presented in explicit
detail the arguments by which the structure of
an F' or other plasmid was deduced from the
experimental evidence, i.e., from the several
observed heteroduplex and self-renatured struc-
tures. In the present case we shall present the
evidence and arguments in a very abbreviated
form. In most cases, the observed heteroduplex
structures are shown in the figures, but the
reasoning that leads to the interpretations and
coordinates is not given in full detail.
The molecules F, FA(33-43), F8-33, and
F42-1 (1, 21) were used as reference molecules
and heteroduplexed with F13. The structures of
these reference F-primes are shown at appro-
priate places in the figures. Each of them has a
different sequence that makes it useful for a
study of the structure of F13 and F13-4.
Figures 3 and 4 show observed heteroduplex
structures of F13 with FA(33-43) and F8-33. It
should be noted that several of the figures
depict incomplete structures, i.e., heterodu-
plexes in which one or both of the two strands.is
fragmented. Incomplete heteroduplexes often
provide evidence for repeated sequences which
is not obtainable from complete structures.
The structure in Fig. 3a(i) shows that all of
the sequences of F occur in F13. Figure 5 is an
electron micrograph showing such a heterodu-
plex molecule. Figure 3a(i) plus Fig. 4c map the
junction of chromosomal DNA with F DNA as
within the IS2 at 16.3-17.6F. The distance from
the 33-43 deletion loop to the junction is mea-
sured as 15.0 0.4 kb in Fig. 3a(ii); it is
measured as 16.3 + 0.4 kb in Fig. 3a(iii) and 3b
TABLE 2. Molecular weights of F-prime DNA molecules
Mol wt
DNA Frequency of occurrence (%)
kb x 10-6
F13 95 384.6 ± 6.3 253.8 ± 4.1
-5 46.1 ± 1.8 30.4 1.2
-1 21.95 ± 0.86 14.5 ± 0.6
F13-4 100 98.4 + 2.6 64.9 ± 1.7
F42-1 100 146.7 + 3.0 96.8 ± 1.9
F210 100 124.3 + 2.1 82.0 ± 1.3
F152-1 100 120.2 ± 2.0 79.6 ± 1.3
F 100 94.5 ± 2.4 62.6 ± 1.6
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FIG. 3. Observed heteroduplex structures of F13
with FA (33-43). In (a) (i), the single-strand loop due
to the chromosomal sequences of F13 leaves and joins
the duplex region at a point which varies between 15.9
and 16.3 kb in its distance from the A(33-43) reference
loop, depending on what share of the duplex is
contributed by (IS2)a and (IS2)b, respectively. In (a)
(ii) this distance is measured as 15.0 0.4 kb; in (a)
(iii) it is measured as 16.3 0.4 kb. The several
structures with a broken strand of F13, depicted in
(b), show that a5,, occurs on the chromosomal DNA
of F13 and confirm the presence of two copies of a#
(a1fl, and a2A2) on FA(33-43) and thus on F.
and varies between these two extremes for the
structures of Fig. 3a(i). These data suggest that
IS2 occurs at each junction of F DNA with
chromosomal DNA in F13. Several structures in
Fig. 3a(iii) and b provide convincing evidence
for the presence of (IS2)b on F13; the structure
in Fig. 4b shows that (IS2). is present.
Several of the structures in Fig. 3 and 4 map
the af sequences on the chromosomal part of
F13.
Inverted repeat structures in single strands of
F13 were seen on the grids and on samples of
F13 which were denatured and renatured in the
absence of other DNA molecules. Many struc-
tures are possible, involving duplex formation
between one or two of the three a/3 sequences
with one or two of the two a'#3' sequences,
respectively. These are all shown in Fig. 6. An
example is shown in Fig. 7. As indicated in Fig.
6, most of these possible structures were ac-
tually seen, although they are frequently bro-
ken. The ones that were not are topologically
complex and therefore likely to be tangled and
difficult to recognize. The jj' inverted repeat
feature is very useful for identifying the differ-
ent ac8/a',8' pairs.
Structure of F13-4. This F' which was iso-
J. BACTERIOL.
lated by P1 transduction of F13 is fertile; it
transfers lac but not proC or purE (Nishimura,
cited by Sugino [22]). The molecular length of
F13-4 was measured as 98.4 i 2.6 kb (Table 2).
Figure 8 shows several heteroduplexes that
were used to determine the structure of F13-4.
The structure of Fig. 8a shows that all of the
sequences present in F13-4 are present in F13,
and that F13-4 is a simple deletion mutant of
F13. F13-4 contains the jj' inverted repeat which
is useful for many identifications. The F seg-
ment 17.6-37.8F and the chromosomal segment
23.8-290.OB of F13 are deleted in F13-4 (Fig. 2).
The incomplete structure depicted in Fig. 6c in
which the IS2b of F13 is duplexed to IS2a of
F13-4 is a very convincing confirmation of the
evidence previously cited that F13 does indeed
have two IS2 sequences at the two junctions of F
and chromosomal sequences. The presence of
a58l5 in F13 is again confirmed by its being
hybridized with a,#, in F13-4 (Fig. 8c).
Relations of F42-1 to F13 and F13-4. F42-1,
F13-4, and F13 carry lac genes. The chromo-
somal sequences of F42-1 and F13-4 are much
shorter than those of F13. We can place limits
on the positions of the lac genes in the three
plasmids by identifying where their chromo-
somal sequences overlap. The relevant hetero-
duplex structures are shown in Fig. 9 and 10.
Because of the opposite polarity of the F se-
quences relative to the chromosomal sequences
in F13 and F42-1, any one heteroduplex is base
(O)
a202
L ; -- - ,
-F ,F 50.OF
C 8.5F/O.OB' 22.O8'/16.3F 2'S'I
(b)
a2Th2 5S2)0 5.6B - ja; 04'aa13.7F _
15.0F - - - -. 50.9B 62.2B 107.08 108.3B
16.3F 3.BB --
17.6F/OB a 3- broken
F13
.9I.1.F\-- 176F \d 35.2F
F8-33 50.OF 132 270O
C 8.5F/.OB' 22.08'/16.3F 2'STI
(c) 279.0B
a 8 38.-,288.9 8brokensirond29j2 .28/
F13 811 F U'S/132)b"17.6F 352F
F83350.07F5,'a;13 . 50.0F
C, 2'S'I
94.5/0 OF 8.5F/OB' 22.0B/16.3F
FIG. 4. F13/F8-33 heteroduplexes. (a) Note that
F8-33 has two insertions of length 1.3 kb, C at 91.1F
and an inverted 16.3-17.6F (therefore 2'S'I') at 35.2F
(Sharp et al. [211). In (b), (IS2)a of F13 pairs with IS2
(16.3-17.6F) of F8-33, confirming the presence of(1S2)a on F13. Since a2#2 is not present on F8-33, a2a2
of F13 is able to pair with '.,a'. or 0'4a'4 of F13. (c) is
an out-of-register structure analogous to that of Fig.
3b showing that a5,, is present on F13.
F,
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FIG. 5. A heteroduplex molecule of F13 and FA(33-43). The structure includes a complete duplex circle ofF
sequences. At one point the A(33-43) single-strand loop leaves and returns to the duplex; at another point,
marked in the figure as the integration site of F13, there are two single strands leaving the circle. These two
single strands are part of a broken circle; they contain the chromosomal sequences of F13. One of the single
strands carries the jj' secondary structure feature of F13.
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FIG. 6. Possible structures due to reassociation of
the a,6 sequences on a single strand of F13. The
number of times each structure was observed is
indicated. It is probable that (b) was not observed
because it readily forms (d) or (e). c, Complete
structure; inc, incomplete structure; n, not observed.
paired either in the F region or the chromosomal
region, but not in both. Figure lOc is a dihetero-
duplex of one F42-1 with two F13-4 molecules,
base paired in the F and chromosomal se-
quences, respectively.
A point of importance for the later discussion
is the fact that the region of chromosomal DNA
of F13, which is homologous with F42-1 DNA,
has its left terminus at the a.3f3 sequence of F13
(Fig. 2). This is shown as follows. The structures
in Fig. 9b are interpretable by assuming that
the duplex regions are the chromosomal se-
quences of F13 and F42-1. It may be noted in
Fig. 9b that the region of sequence complemen-
tarity with F42-1 of F13 begins at 8.2B, as
determined by measuring the distance from the
junction to the jj' feature. The average length of
the common duplex sequences was measured as
54.8 a 1.6 kb. This places the end of the
homology region at 63.OB 4 1.6 on the F13,
which is, within experimental error, the same as
the coordinate of the left border of the segment
a3#3, namely, 62.2B.
The observed length of the chromosomal
DNA of F42-1, as determined by heteroduplexes
with F, is 52.9 i 1.9 kb, which is a little shorter
than the length of 54.8 + 1.6 kb. Since the a3p3
sequence occurs in F13 at 62.2-60.9B and the
aA31 sequence occurs in F42-1 at 93.2F-94.5F/
OB, that is, at the junction of F DNA with
chromosome DNA, and since the sequences just
beyond 62.2B on F13 are not homologous to F
DNA, the observed structures can only be in-
terpreted by the hypothesis that the F42-1 se-
quence in F13 ends precisely within the 60.9B
to 62.2B #33a3 region.
The a,S, (108.3-107.OB) in F13 frequently
hybridizes with an a2,#2 (13.7-15.OF) of F42-1
(Fig. 9b). This again confirms the presence of
a4#4 in F13.
The several heteroduplex structures that bear
on the relation of F13-4 to F42-1 are shown in
Fig. lOa, b, and c. They are consistent with the
structure assignments already given and require
little comment. Figure 11 shows a complete
molecule with the structure depicted in Fig.
lOb. The diheteroduplex structure of Fig. lOc of
an intact F42-1, base paired in the F region with
an intact F13-4 and base paired in the chromo-
somal region with a broken strand of F13-4,
shows that the F13-4 chromosomal sequences
are complementary to F42-1 chromosomal se-
quences precisely up to the junction with F
DNA of the latter. Thus, there are no translo-
cated sequences from other parts of the E. coli
genome or from elsewhere at this junction in
F42-1.
F42-1 in AT3155 carries an additional in-
sertion of the IS2 (e) sequence. The F42
derived from strain AT3155 (i.e., F42-1) carries
a small insertion with the length of 1.3 kb at
22.4F, as shown in the summary graph in Fig. 2
and in the F13/F42-1 heteroduplex as a loop at
22.4F (see Fig. 9). This loop was not present in
most of the F42 from JC1553, as described in
our previous study (21). F13-4 is missing the F
sequences from 17.6F to 37.8F. Therefore, the
region around 22.4F of F42-1 is single stranded
in the complete F13-4/F42-1 heteroduplex of
Fig. lOa. However, in the incomplete structure
of Fig. lOd, the insertion at 22.4F is hybridized
to the one and only IS2 sequence of F13-4. Thus,
the F42-1 insertion is an IS2. The position of the
jj' loop contributes to the quantitative certainty
of this identification.
F210 and F13. The heteroduplexes used to
determine the structure of F210 are depicted in
Fig. 12. The heteroduplex of Fig. 12c is note-
worthy because it shows that the a#3 sequence
occurs three times on F210, twice in its normal F
positions and once corresponding to the a4,f3
sequence of F13. In Fig. 12b, F210 is base paired
with F13 in the F sequences. In Fig. 12c, these
two plasmids are base paired in their chromo-
somal sequences. Since purE has been identi-
fied to be carried in both F13 and F210, the
location of purE must be located inside the
overlapping chromosomal region, i.e., from
107.OB to 142.8B in F13 coordinates. From the
final structure shown in Fig. 2, it may be
inferred that F210 was formed from its parental
Hfr by a type I excision between the points
12.OF and the right boundary of a1/4.
F152-1 and the excision site of F13. In the
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FIG. 7. An incomplete single strand of P13 showing two short duplex regions, one formed by afl1/a'&d'3 and
the other bya2/a3 The jj' feature is clearly observed in this molecule. This molecule has the structure
corresponding to Fig. 6 (j).
previous sections, the regions containing the at 60.9B to 8.2B, whereas the sequences con-
chromosomal sequences of F42-1 (including lac) tamning purE are in the F13 interval 142.8B to
were mapped in the chromosomal DNA of F13 107.OB. But lac and the other F42-1 sequences
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23.8B (IS21t 378F
(01 8890,B, 02)91121 ,290.2B/17.6FF13 - 2- 0
F13-4 93.2P 94.5/OF//// ii 23.8B/37.8F 50.0F
13.7F / / 3.6B-5.8B
15.OF 17.6F/0.0B
16.3F
17.61F 32.6/42.9F
(b) (IS2)0
FA(33-43) - Z_0202
F13-4 50.O 368 50.0'
0/.8B *
17.6F/O.OB 69 23.88/37.8F' 42.9F
279.08 280.3B 288.98
IC) ' /..290,28/17.6F ,37.8F
F13 011,91, b I"IS2)b
F13-4 5OD b5e0stO,.OF5.r'J"0.0F
~~broken strand/'Q6// OO
15OPF/// \C ojj 23.8B/37.8F
16.SF \ 1761`/O08BWIS'2'1,
FIG. 8. Heteroduplexes used to determine the
structure of F13-4.
(a) with F sequences bose-paired
I 17.6f/OB jij 288.98
16.3F__
_p 279.08 28031QB /;290.2B/l7.6F
US2). "5.880'-a54, (1S2)b3.618
94.5/O.OF 2.81P ,,
F13 93.21'A"/- 020C F
P42-I50
_O 13.7P><-/. 163F & 22S*F 50.0'
94.5/O.0160.98) 52.7B/2.8F(8.28)
6ii) bro<ken strond
28P as/es0 288.98B942/O-08F /280.3843/3S2),
F13 Q ' 290 28/17.6F
F42-1 50.OF 5- OF
94 5/O OF/0B'(60.9B) 52.71'/2.8P18.2B)
1bl with chromosomal
sequences
bose- pared
107.08 048450.0F42-1~-g\ /F
.0OF F13 , - - 'J2F.- 13.71"./ '76P.FZi 52.7872.8F 50O0P
93.2 ./2F/OOB 5-F 63r /S 05.813176F/OBF13 p U, F1362.28 \ -1c8.28Y 32SI),
FIG. 9. F13/F42-1 heteroduplexes. (a) The struc-
ture formed when the F sequences of these two
F-primes are base paired. (b) The structure formed
when their common chromosomal DNA sequences are
base paired. The homologous segment on the chromo-
somal DNA contains the lac gene and ends at the
a'l,s', sequence. In (b), the formation of a base-paired
region between a'f8'4 of F13 and a2#2 of F42-1
indicates the presence of a',4f'4 on F13. The uninter-
rupted homology of the duplex structure a,fi, plus the
chromosomal sequences of F42-1 with a,6 plus lac
sequences of F13 is shown in structure (b).
are transferred as distal genes, whereas purE is
a proximal gene on Hfr 13. Accordingly, the
excision site for the formation of F13 from Hfr
13 must have F13 coordinates in the interval
60.9B to 107.OB.
The complete structure of F152-1 has been
determined by Ohtsubo and Hsu (manuscript
in preparation). Relevant features are shown in
Fig. 2. These sequences start at a point to the
right of purE (12.1 min). Proceeding clockwise,
J. BACTERIOL.
(a) jj
94.5/OF 2.8PF 0- 8B
F13-4 93.2F °201, Q2N\ IL.
F42-1 -- _ L1e77/ '176P/2F/ .37.8FBt..50.OF 1.7 j/37.2F4P Oa-'
< 16-3F7 _ IS'S2
94.5/OP/OB' 52.78B/2.BF(b) (60.9B) (8.28)37.8F 50.OF lai (S2)
F13-4
_23.8B _/0C 8.2B _---
_-
- - 37.8' 278'--1B-5 -E -_
F42- =
013 94,5F 93.2F 50F 2SI 17.6FT\ w22 2.8F
(60.98) 16.3F
(c) 94.5/OF 2.8PF1121 0 8B
f13-4 93.2FPeLIl 0292"2-,
f42-1
-
_
- 224P i37.8F 50.OF
~~~~~~~~~s 176F/OB->945/OF/OB- 37.8F 0 B(60.98) -- ----------- - --23.88
-(8.28)
F13-4 - - -17,6PF/0837.8P 50OOP o0j1 a20282USA*0.
13) ~~~~~~~94.5/OP 2.8FP38
F13-4 93.2F 2 / o -
F42- 150.OF ----37.8 FS
-
broken
_,~ strand -_
94.5/OF/08' 52.7872.8 F
(60.9B) (8.2B)
FIG. 10. F13-4/F42-1 heteroduplexes. (a) and (b)
depict structures with F sequences paired and B
sequences paired, respectively. From (b) the position
of the lac genes on F13 is bounded within the region
8.2-23.8B. The out-of-register structure of (d) shows
that the insertion at 22.4F of F42-1 is IS2.
there is a segment of E. coli K-12 DNA of length
17.9 kb with no known markers, then a deletion
spanning the genes fep, lip (14.6 min) through
nadA (16.5 min), and then a segment of length
11.2 kb including aroG and gal (16.7 min). Thejunction of the counterclockwise end of the
chromosomal sequences of F152-1 with F is at
the a,Sh sequence of F.
The heteroduplex structures illustrated in
Fig. 13 show that the region of chromosomal
homology of F13 with F152-1 has a length of 9.4
kb and extends from the a4h sequence of F13
(108.3-107.OB on F13) to the right to the point
98.9B. Thus, 98.9B is the type II excision point
of F13. On F152-1, this region of homology
includes the ashl sequence of F and 8.1 kb of
chromosomal DNA. The a'3fl'3 sequence in F13
is frequently hybridized with the aSh, sequence
in F152-1 forming the structures shown in Fig.
13 and 14. Such a feature was used to map the
hybridized 9.4-kb chromosomal region in this
heteroduplex.
As already discussed, the polarity of the F
sequences relative to the chromosomal se-
quences on F152-1 is opposite to that of F13.
DISCUSSION
The structures of F13 and of the several
F-primes studied here are shown in Fig. 2. The
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sequences are paired the F-sequences are not complementary.
positions of the purE and lac genes are assigned proC and tsx are known to lie between lac and
because the former is carried on F210 and the purE; proB and fep are not carried on F13.
latter is on F42-1 and F13-4, as well as on F13. A detailed model for the integration of F to
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(o)FA(33-43)-
F210 50.0F
8.5F 120F a212
o13, \. .I / 1S2 32.6/429F
93 2F2-/ -7"13 7F2 ,'C7.6F27750.OF945/00F- (502 63234 .9F
8 5/08 (142188) B 4B4 35.88/12.0F(10708)34.5B' (108.3B)
17.6F/OB 3.6B 288.9B
16 3F \ 588 /290O28/176F
(b) 8 5F US21 S2),
F13,1 \ A 2,'
F210 "20 F/ 1762 500F
"
-"-,16.3F
35,8B/12.0F(10708)
8.5F/08'(142.88)
- 4
34.58'(i08 38)
(C) &85F 120F 163F
al \ \a20z2,/,76F
F210 '
50 OF _ - --0°4n___ e 107085.F
8.5F/08'(142 88)-
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F 13 + _62 28
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1,5 oS !..N'-A 15 02F 16 3.6
28038 932F 94.5/F \
\\"-'290.28/176F a02132 1S2), 01j
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FIG. 12. Heteroduplexes used in determining the
structure of F210. As shown in Fig. 9c, we observe
a3,B'., of F13 hybridized with a2f2 of F210, but we do
not observe a'4,f'4 of F13 so hybridized. This observa-
tion confirms the quantitative measurements in show-
ing that a4,4 occurs at the junction of chromosomal
DNA and F DNA in F210.
(0) a013 94.5/OF
F 93.2FR\\7 228F a212
F152-1 50.0F , \-137F \17.6F 50.0F
15,0F
94.5/OF/OB(1070B) 8.1B(98 9B) 29.B'/2.8F
(b) 29.1BV/2.8F 13.7F 2
8.18'(98.98) \ 15.0F
2152-i ooF
-F650/B27I6 -
28038 (632F
\\0279 3 -98 .9 86\\279.OB 93 F0462.2B 60,98
,4288.98 94.5/.OF 1070 15.02 163F a33
290,2B/176F 93.2F\ i3.7F2 / /,76F/0OP_3.6B-5.8BF13
(1S2)8 °101 a202(13z
FIG. 13. Heteroduplexes pertinent to the structure
of F152-1; the relation of the chromosomal sequences
of F13 and F152-1 is shown by the structure of (b).
form an Hfr and the subsequent type II excision
to give an F' is shown in Fig. 15. This model is
an amplification of that depicted in Fig. 1. We
suppose there is a sequence glg2 which occurs on
both the chromosome of the F+ cell and on F,
and that integration occurs by reciprocal recom-
bination between the two glg2 sequences. This
region then occurs twice on the Hfr at the two
junctions between F DNA and chromosomal
DNA. The g1g2 duplication is preserved in the F'
resulting from a type II excision.
Our results show that a particular sequence of
F, the IS2 sequence (with coordinates
16.3-17.6F), occurs at the two junctions of
chromosomal DNA with F DNA in F13. The
model of Fig. 15 then suggests that Hfr 13 was
formed by a reciprocal recombination between
the IS2 sequence of F and a presumed IS2
sequence resident on the chromosome of the F+
progenitor of Hfr 13.
J. BACTERIOL.
Figure 16 shows a map of the relevant parts of
the chromosome of E. coli K-12 inferred from
the observed structure of F13. In accordance
with the model of Fig. 15, it shows an IS2 at the
position proposed for recombination to give Hfr
13. The map also shows the three a,B sequences
that occur on the chromosomal part of F13. We
wish to suggest that these ad sequences are
resident on the chromosome of many E. coli
K-12 strains at the positions shown and that
they are hot spots for recombination with F to
give Hfr's. It is well known that there are hot
spots for Hfr formation in E. coli, i.e., that
several independently derived Hfr's have the
same point of origin and direction of transfer
within the resolution of genetic mapping. Of
course, this resolution is usually not sufficient
to show whether the sites of integration are
precisely the same at the level of 100 to 1,000
nucleotides.
In Fig. 16 we show the points of origin and
direction of transfer of 25 independently derived
Hfr's with points of origin in that part of the E.
coli chromosomes contained on F13 (3, 6; Fig. 3
of ref. 16). For each case, with the two excep-
tions of OR7 and OR54, the position of the point
of origin, to the accuracy that it is known by
genetic mapping, and the polarity of transfer
can be predicted by assuming that integration
takes place by recombination of an a: or IS2
sequence of F with the homologous sequence on
the E. coli chromosome. (One of the exceptions,
OR54, is an unstable Hfr.)
The plasmid F152-1 was derived by a type I
excision from Hfr P3 (21; Ohtsubo and Hsu,
manuscript in preparation). The a,f3, sequence
of F occurs in F152-1 at one junction with
chromosomal DNA. This a,3, sequence and the
adjoining chromosomal sequences of F152-1 are
identical with the a434 sequence and adjoining
chromosomal sequences of F13. These facts and
the available genetic data are completely con-
sistent with the model that Hfr P3 was formed
by integration of aAf3 of F with the sequence
a4f4 on the E. coli chromosome, followed by a
type I excision. The proposed structure of Hfr
P3 and the excision event to give the parental
F152 are shown in Fig. 16.
Similarly, the a,3#3 sequence and adjoining
chromosomal sequence of F13 are identical to
the all sequence at the junction of F DNA with
chromosomal DNA of F42 (Flac) and adjoining
chromosomal sequences. These results imply
that Hfr P804 (the parent of F42) was formed by
integration of the a,fl, sequence of F with the
a3f3 sequence on the E. coli K-12 chromosome,
followed by a type I excision process (Fig. 16).
In general, it is not known whether F integra-
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FIG. 15. A model for integration of F into the
bacterial chromosome by reciprocal recom bination
between the identical sequences g,g2, resident on the
chromosome and on F. In the resulting Hfr chromo-
some and in the resulting type II F', the sequence g9g2
occurs, with the same polarity, at both junctions of F
DNA with chromosomal DNA. The type II excision
event depicted in the figure results in the joining of a
point between b,, and bn-l to a point between b2 and
b,. Thus b, and bn are joined in the plasmid.
tion into the chromosome typically involves the
joining between two points on the DNA mole-
cules where there is little or no homology, as in
illegitimate recombination (9) or as in site-
specific X recombination (10), or whether the
joining takes place between two sequences
which are homologous over a fairly large region.
The discussion above suggests that for many
cases of Hfr formation the reciprocal recombi-
nation occurs between special sequences 1.3 kb
in length present on F and on the E. coli
chromosome. It is clear that this general hy-
pothesis can be tested by further heteroduplex
studies of F' plasmids and/or segments of DNA
prepared from Hfr chromosomes.
One qualification with regard to this general
interpretation for the particular case of the
formation of Hfr 13 should be noted. IS se-
quences seem to have the property of being
readily translocated from one point in the E.
coli chromosome to another (12, 13). Therefore,
further work may show that IS2 and/or the
several af3 sequences that we propose were
present on the chromosome of Hfr 13 are not
present at the same positions on all E. coli K-12
strains, especially those that are only distantly
related to Hfr 13. Indeed, Roy Curtiss (personal
communication) has pointed out to us that Hfr
13, P3, and P804, Hfr's whose structures can be
explained by our model, were all derived from
the 58-161 subline of E. coli K-12, whereas Hfr
OR7, which does not fit the model, was derived
from the 112 subline (2).
Figure 16 also shows a proposed structure for
Hfr OR7 and a model of the type I excision
event giving F210. The type I joining takes place
between 12.OF and point f4. This single piece of
evidence suggests that a may be a point which is
active in half-site specific F recombination
phenomena.
Two additional points deserve mention. F13
has a duplication of the IS2 sequence, one at
each junction of chromosomal DNA with F
DNA. F14 has a duplication of the 2.8-8.5F
sequence, one at each junction of chromosomal
DNA with F DNA (18). We may ask what is the
frequency of a recombination event between the
duplicated sequences on a single F' DNA mole-
cule generating F and a circular molecule con-
taining only the chromosomal sequences of the
OR21,OR56
ORl,OR55 B8, B1I OR59
OR66,OR72 Hfr6 lOR54\ OR74
Bl-6 R4
--) Hfr Covoll
P4X,P804 Hfr13 OR7 P3
p0ro a3/B3 /0" 2'S'I85'as proC fso purE a484 /'P 9°/
HfrP804 a Hfrl13 HfrOR7I ;HfrP3
75F SI 75aF2 a 5a,
30F 75F 30F 30F
excision site
F F3
excision site
of F13 of Fl3
proC tsJr purE;
pr'o8 03a33 /OC (2'S'T'), Paio.3a,I (2'S I')ba p/3 p got
75F 3SF
exc,s,on s0te exc,s.on s,te-
of F42-1 of F42-1
pro8 a3B; a022 IS2 083/10 2'S'I' 85'a5 p'oC /6p gp/
_2 8F 3SF -75F
exc,s,on site excision site
of F152 of F152
pros Bsa0s'proC ISo purE0o8, a2B32 IS2 0l8o Op go/t
!28F 3SF 7SF
excision site 'exc.sion site
of F210 of F210
pr 5'a5 ProC lsr 'a2B2IS2 a BG Pu-oa4:4 /p pal
85F\ 35F75F 85F12SOF
FIG. 16. A model for the formation of Hfr's by
reciprocal recombination between a# or IS2 on F with
an a,B or IS2 resident on the E. coli chromosome. The
top of the figures is a map of the chromosome of E. coli
K-12 in the region around lac. The positions of IS2
and ad deduced from the structure of F13 are shown.
It is proposed that Hfr P3 and Hfr P804 were formed
by recombination between al,B of F with aS,hl and
a3(33 of E. coli K-12, respectively. It is proposed that
all the Hfr's ORJ1, . . ., P804, were formed by recomi-
bination of either a1f31 or a2(32 of F with a3f,3 of E. coli
K-12. The Hfr's, OR21, ..., Hfr 6, were formed by
recombination either at 21'T or at /h5a,, etc. The
structures of several Hfr's and the excision events
leading to the formation of certain F-primes are also
depicted.
Hfrl3
Hfr P804
HfrP3
HfrOR7
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F' plus one copy of the duplicated sequence.
Both F13 and F14 carry essential genes and in
our case have been extracted from haploid
hosts. Therefore, the segregation event would be
lethal. Nevertheless, the resulting recombinant
molecules are observed at a frequency of 5 to
10% in F14 extracted from the strain X1254
(AB1206). There is evidence that this high
frequency of segregation is recA independent
(18). Hirota and Sneath (11) report that, when
F13 is transferred into lac- recipients to give
lac+ bacteria, there are some later lac- segre-
gants and a considerable fraction of these are
F+. However, we do not observe any circular
DNA molecules of length 94.5 kb (F) and 290.1
kb (F13-F) in our preparations of F13. All this
indicates that there is an observable rate of
recombination between the IS2 sequences on
F13, but that this recombination rate is lower
than that of the two 2.8-8.5F sequences on F14
in AB1206. Thus, there are factors not yet
understood which affect the recombination rate
between repeated sequences on F in plasmids.
F13-4 is a fertile F-prime plasmid. It is
deleted in the sequences of F extending from
17.6 to 37.8. This is additional evidence that
this region of F is not essential for autonomous
replication or for fertility (1, 7).
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